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Matthew: Hello, and welcome to Marketing Smarts, a podcast brought to you by MarketingProfs. I 
am your host Matthew Grant, Managing Editor here at MarketingProfs, and I thank you 
for listening.  

 Last November Eloqua’s Joe Chernov taught a class as part of our content marketing 
crash course on hiring a branded journalist. I was very intrigued by this idea, because as 
frequently as people repeat the mantra that everyone’s a publisher, it seems that 
precious few organizations are actually taking the steps to make that more than just a 
metaphor. 

 I was also curious to figure out how brand journalism differs from traditional journalism. 
Can brand journalists actually be objective as we imagine mainstream journalists to be? 

 And beyond that, what kind of impact was brand journalism having on the PR 
profession? Was Eloqua for example getting pitched by PR people? 

 To get some answers and practice my own hard-hitting brand of journalism, I invited Joe 
to Marketing Smarts. The ensuing conversation is the result. Before we get started, I 
want to remind everyone that if you like what you hear on Marketing Smarts and even if 
you don’t, you can always leave us a review on iTunes or comment on our site.  

 You may also reach out to me directly via email. My email address is 
mattg@marketingprofs.com  

 Let’s get started. Joe, welcome to Marketing Smarts. 

Joe:  Thanks for having me.  

Matthew:  Pardon me, I stepped right on you right at the outset. Okay, no you go. 

Joe: I was just going to say, you should amend your introduction to say welcome to Marketing 
Smarts. You’ve officially made it.  

Matthew: I’m going to do that. I will officially change this one so that people will know it’ll be this 
weird time loop thing. “Oh my God, he did ahead of time, what the guys later told him to 
do. Isn’t that some kind of time lord?” That’s what everyone will be thinking here.  

 Joe, I invited you to Marketing Smarts after you did a class for part of our content 
marketing class that we had for Marketing Profs university. You were talking there about 
brand journalism and why to hire a brand journalist.  

 If people don’t know about it, I was just wondering if you could say what you did at 
Eloqua, who you hired and why you did it, and we’ll start from there. 

Joe: Sure. Largely my role is responsible for creating almost pre-funnel content. It’s things 
like getting new genes, new DNA into our gene pool here at Eloqua. The main way we 
do that is through the creation and distribution of interesting content. You know, other 
companies in our space take a similar approach, and it’s become almost an arms race. 
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 So what we did is we hired a real journalist. A guy named Jesse Noyes. He’s a broader 
marketing and advertising journalist. He’d worked for the Boston Herald and the Boston 
Business Journal. He’d covered companies that I’d worked for in the past and I liked him 
even though he wasn’t always favorable. 

 And so we brought him aboard largely to ramp up the output of quality content. But what 
we discovered along the way, and we can chat about in this session, is that the value he 
provided ended up being much more than more content.  

Matthew: I have a question right off the bat. First of all I did want to mention I liked this arms race 
concept. I can definitely see now as companies become publishers and it’s this kind of 
green field now. There’s no limit to what you can do because you still haven’t caught up 
with traditional publishing outfits. 

 Does someone really need a journalist per se? What about someone who’s just a good 
productive writer or maybe someone more with a blogging background or something like 
that? 

Joe: I think I’m pretty good writer, right? I think I’m pretty good at writing, but Jesse is a better 
writer if we can draw that distinction. I’m good at grammar and syntax and I can 
construct a paragraph and all of that, and I do that.  

 But the way a journalist approaches an article is simply different than the way somebody 
who is good at writing approaches an article. I think really good writing is reflective of 
really critical thinking. Jesse’s mind is different than mine. The way he approaches a 
story is frankly smarter than the way I approach a story. 

 I think it’s more than just the writing. It’s really that kind of journalistic nose for where a 
story lives and the critical thinking that goes into structuring something that’s smart and 
interesting. 

Matthew: Did you have writers on staff before? I mean, I think one of the things I’ve seen with 
content marketing is first of all people struggle with it. We need to create all this content. 
It seems like a lot of companies are a little shy about actually wanting to bring that kind 
of person on staff full time. They use a kind of army of freelancers.  

 I mean, that’s the kind of stuff that I was doing as a freelancer. It was clear to me that 
they didn’t want me on staff but they wanted my output.  

 Was that an adjustment or was that something you guys already had going? 

Joe: No, we were then and we still do work with some outside writers. We take a little bit of a 
different approach when it comes to working with outside writers.  

 Everybody that writes for us gets credited. So if we write an ebook and we bring on an 
outside writer to contribute a column or to write the book itself, there will be a section on 
who that person is and why that person was chosen to write it.  

 I’m really all about the personal brand and making sure that everybody that contributes 
to our content has skin in the game. There’s no better way to have them have skin in the 
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game than to give them some visibility in the content, right? Like have their thumb print 
very prominently on it. 

 But you know, working with freelancers I think is another way to go at the problem. The 
challenge is that they don’t always know your business or your industry as well as you 
do. Now that can be a blessing a curse. 

 But the other is this sort of surprise benefit of having an actual journalist on staff. And it’s 
this. People are crushingly insecure about their writing. You know, it’s almost like they’re 
creating a permanent record of what they know, or what they don’t know.  

 I’ve found that people are really afraid to write. What Jesse does that a freelancer really 
couldn’t do is he gives other content creators at Eloqua confidence.  

 If he coaches them on how they should approach their blog post or their ebook and then 
he edits it then they feel, when it’s finally published, much more confident in the output 
because it’s been blessed by an actual journalist.  

 Way back when I was young and starry-eyed I wanted to go to the Naropa institute just 
so that somebody like Allen Ginsberg could read my writing and tell me if it was good or 
not. I wanted to pay the whole tuition just to get that feedback.  

 In a much less grand way that’s sort of what happens on a day-to-day basis with having 
a journalist on staff. 

Matthew: Wow. Forget all about all this content marketing stuff at this point. I want to find out more 
about why you wanted to go to Naropa institute for disembodied poetics. I think that’s its 
full official title. And of course, I want to tell you about the time I met Allen Ginsberg 
years ago. 

 That’s interesting. You’re saying, and I think it makes perfect sense, that just by adding a 
professional writer, and specifically a journalist to your staff, that it didn’t just increase 
the output but it improved the quality of what you were putting out.  

Joe: It improves the quality of what everybody was putting out. We just changed his title to 
managing editor because it’s much more representative of what he does. He creates 
content but he also manages the editorial process for others in the company that 
contribute to the cause. 

Matthew: The editorial function that you describe brings me to another question I immediately 
have. Everyone’s a publisher nowadays. It feels like a metaphor and not really a 
description of what’s actually happening. 

 What you guys have done now with Jesse in particular it seems like Eloqua is moving 
towards a true publication. Now I’m managing editor at Marketing Profs. So it starts 
managing companies that are really just purely publication businesses.  

 So the question I had when you were talking back in November was, do you guys start 
getting pitched by other companies to write about stuff or are you on the PR radar now 
of people? 
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Joe: I’m laughing here. I had these kinds of growth markers for different levels of having 
arrived and one of the higher order growth marks was for PR firms to start pitching us.  

 Now we have not yet been listed in the Vocus or Cision database. That will be yet 
another higher order of growth. But yes, we get pitched by PR people. To me, I love it 
because it says that we are kind of both. Jesse both works on the communications and 
PR team and he’s also a publisher. I really love that kind of duality of this function within 
Eloqua.  

Matthew: The next obvious question there is have you actually acted on the pitches?  

Joe: Yes. 

Matthew: Can people pitch you successfully? What makes for a successful pitch? If someone’s 
pitching Eloqua, we think you should talk to this person. What has to go into that pitch to 
make you say, “Yes, this makes sense for what we’re trying to do,” or say, “No, that 
doesn’t actually fit our editorial mission?” 

Joe: I bet it’s the same thing as if someone pitches Mashable. Would our readers be 
interested in it? That’s the entire litmus test. Our blog is designed to be interesting to the 
broader marketing function and then particularly interesting to the marketing programs 
manager and marketing operations professional.  

 We really write to both audiences. About 25% of our posts focus on our core buyer’s 
interests which are marketing ops and marketing programs. About 75% of our posts 
appeal to the broader marketing interest. If you write to us and pitch us on an article that 
would appeal to either audience, we’d consider it and pitches have worked in the past. 

Matthew:  This brings me to the question I had ever since you mentioned Naropa institute. Now I 
feel I’m on the astral plane and totally disembodied.   

 First of all, when you think about a publishing house you do think, “Okay, they do have 
an editorial perspective.” I expect something different from Fox News then I do from 
NPR or from the Wall Street Journal as opposed to the New York Times. 

 Maybe we have to think about it this way. I never think of them as trying to sell 
something, other than their own journalistic perspective. Now of course, they are 
different kinds of businesses. 

 But is that ever an issue for you guys? Somehow, do you have to maintain a kind of 
journalistic neutrality even though I know that it is more ideology than truth? 

 Do you have to worry things like bias? Especially if you’re reporting on things and talking 
about marketing in general, is it always with a turn towards, “Then you really should 
consider Eloqua?” The kind of classic old blog post approach of, this is what you have to 
do and it just so happens to be exactly what we do. 

Joe: Who would have thought, right? Look, we’re not the New York Times. We’re not 
Mashable. This is a corporate blog and I know that, and our readers know that. So yes, 
we have more bias. Now we try and resist it, and there are times that I’ll do something 
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that will jar staff internally. It’s just as a reminder that, “Look, we represent the opposite 
pole as the corporate marketing department.”  

 The corporate marketing wants to end all content with, “Oh, and by the way we have a 
service that fits that need or we’ve got a product that fits that need.” I’m trying to 
represent the counter-balance. Jesse’s sort of that weight.  

 Jesse and I together are really that weight. Let me give you an example. I’m writing an 
article right now for Mashable. It’s about Facebook timeline. We operate in the same 
space as HubSpot. We don’t really bump up against them in sales situations too often. 
We’re in the same category and one could argue we’re competitors. 

 But I’m quoting Mike Volpe in this story. Why? Because Mike’s smart. He’s going to add 
value to this story. And frankly, he has a more sophisticated perception of Timeline than 
I do. 

 I want smarter people and more knowledge people in the story to make the story work. 
That’s going to cause a stir internally but I’ll deal with it. I’ll deal with it in the way that 
says, “Look, our editorial mission here is to pretend that we don’t work for Eloqua.” As 
much as that’s possible, that’s what we aspire to do.  

 Now, here’s where it becomes really interesting. Here’s where the gray sets in. I think I 
can win the argument that Mike should be quoted in the story. Mike deserves to be 
quoted in the story. But here’s where it gets tricky. How do we describe HubSpot in the 
story? 

 What’s the positive that follows the word HubSpot? Do I say they are a company that 
provides inbound marketing services to small business? That effectively distances them 
from Eloqua.  Or do I say they’re a marketing automation company which puts them right 
in our space?  

 I think that’s where the judgment comes in. It’s much more nuanced than “Should they 
be included or shouldn’t they be?” When you include them, how do you characterize the 
business in as unbiased a fashion as possible?  

 I’m actually just discussing that with Mike and saying, “Look, this is what I’m struggling 
with. Can we arrive at something that’s true to the readers that we both can feel good 
about?” 

Matthew: You can’t just say, “Another company?” It’s funny. I definitely see that issue that you’re 
talking about. Personally, I see HubSpot and Eloqua and a lot of your other competitors 
on a spectrum.  

 For example I knew someone who was CTO over at UNIQA and he had a different 
perspective on Eloqua. I would say maybe it’s almost analogous to the way Eloqua 
might look at UNIQA or something like that. This was several years ago.  

 I am curious to see how you’ll come up with that. You can’t really describe them without 
making a kind of statement. Like you were saying, “Oh yes, they really are in our space.” 
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or “No, they’re not.” You have to position them vis-à-vis the customer who’s reading this 
stuff. 

Joe: This is a little inside baseball. Talking to Mike about it, I like his positioning as a 
business. I don’t think Mashable is going to agree to run the way he chooses to describe 
the company. He wants it to be called an all-in-one marketing platform.  

 I’m okay with that. I would include that. But now I have to think like the publisher as well. 
Are they going to want some kind PR-ish language in the article? There’s yet a third 
master that you need to serve in this process. It all gets a little mucky. 

Matthew: Nice. I know as you said the gray area starts to set in. I was curious then too, since you 
brought up HubSpot, and one of the things I was thinking about prior to our 
conversation. This is something I think about more broadly because Marketing Prof is 
always bringing up case studies. We’re talking about what other people do. 

 We always have to say, “Here’s the lesson you can draw from this company or that 
company.” Eloqua and HubSpot in different ways are held up as these content marketing 
success stories. It just so happens that content, content production and content 
distribution are very much part of what you guys sell. That’s something that you enable.  

Someone brought Apple the other day in an interview. I said, “Can we really learn from 
Apple?” It’s like saying, “Yes, anyone can be successful. Look at Beethoven for 
example.” Do you know what I mean? 

Speaking more broadly, is content marketing something that really works for you guys? 
It makes sense if you’re a marketing automation company for you to be talking about 
marketing and even producing content and show how it works. It’s a proof-of-concept of 
what you’re selling. 

Can people really learn from that? Are there going to be some places where maybe 
content marketing isn’t going to be that appropriate because it’s just too far afield from 
what you’re actually trying to sell? 

Joe: Let me think of a way to answer this question that rises to your level of headiness. I look 
at content marketing as not a vertical practice within a company or within a marketing 
department but much more horizontal. I’ve used this analogy once before and I like it. I 
think of it almost like in the restaurant industry. It’s like stock.  

 Nobody goes into the restaurant and says, “I will have the stock please.” But they order 
a dish that is based on that stock. The chef spends a disproportionate amount of his or 
her time creating the stock. The better the stock, the better all of the dishes.  

 I think for any company, spending some time on the stock is a good thing. The dishes 
will benefit from it. And by dishes, the analogy here is your demand gen programs or 
your PR or your social media content.  

All of that benefits from spending more time trying to create content that will be 
inherently valuable or inherently entertaining to your audience. That is divorced or at 
least undergoing a trial separation from your product.  
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 It matters disproportionately to Eloqua for just the reasons that you said. For our product 
that we sell to really work, our client needs a smart approach to content marketing. We 
invest so much in content marketing on one hand to elevate the business to get more 
leads, to get more awareness, to get new DNA in our gene pool like I said earlier. 

 We also do it because our clients look to us as a role model for how to overlay content 
onto the purchase and onto the buyer’s journey. We have sort of a double barreled 
motivation. I think just about any company can benefit at least from the thinking, if not 
from the practice.  

Matthew: I really like the stock analogy. It becomes almost invisible to you as a customer and yet 
to it’s something that’s critical to whatever it is that you’re making. 

 So I was curious going back when you talked about the split between the specifics. I 
think you said it was like 75% of your content is towards the general marketing audience 
and 25% is really around marketing automation. I may have misheard that.  

 It made me wonder if you have a sense of how many of your readers that read stuff from 
Eloqua or pass it around or share it, like your info graphics and things that you put out, 
how many of them may never actually be Eloqua customers but are actually readers 
because the stuff is valuable or useful to them.  

How important to you is it to make sure that you always have a chunk of people who 
may never actually be Eloqua customers? Yet you still want to make sure that you’re 
producing content that caters to them. 

Joe: I look at my audience, I use “my” as a representative of our editorial vision, as not our 
buyer, but the person who sits in the cube next to our buyer. I mean that both literally 
and figuratively.  

 I want to create content for those adjacent to our buyer. We don’t know who influences a 
deal. We just know that all deals get influenced. If I create content that appeals to, or 
attracts the attention of, or adds value to all of the people that could potentially 
accelerate or block a deal, then I’m doing my job. 

 Let’s say we have 300 employees here. We have 295 of them creating content for the 
people that buy our product. That’s solved. I don’t need to worry so much about that. My 
team, about five people, we’re really focused on creating content that speaks to the 
interests, needs, concerns and fears of the person adjacent to our buyer. They are 
neglected by a lot of companies. 

Matthew: People always talk about mapping content to the buying cycle. What you’re describing 
more is like mapping content to the buying ecosystem in a sense.  

 It is to the environment in which the buyers actually have to work. Also, it raises this 
issue of the influencer. I think a lot of times when we talk about influence and marketing 
that people are looking for Influencer with a capitol “I.” You’re talking about when you’re 
writing this stuff, really trying to keep the lower case “i” influencer.  
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 It’s the person who’s influential because they’re sitting next to you or the person that 
you’re going to bounce an idea off of and not because they’ve a lot of followers or they 
have a blog. 

Joe: That’s a good insight. We really do both. I look at it as concentric circles. We have 295 
people focused on the inner-most ring. Then we also try to create content for the 
forgotten ring which is the lower case “i” influencer that’s right next to that inner-most 
ring. 

 Then we also create content that speaks to the capitol “I’” influencer, the Jeremiah 
Owyang’s of the world and people that both of the inner rings listen to.  

 He’s one of the most followed and trusted voices in modern marketing. And so yes, he 
matters very deeply to us. Each of us those rings matter very deeply to us. 

Matthew: I think we’ve covered a lot of what I was hoping to cover when we started out about 
pitching, how you deal with pitches, how you talk about competitors and how you 
conceive of your audience.  

Now I do want to circle back since we have a few more minutes here to the Naropa 
Institute comment that you made earlier. First of all I want you to forward me some of 
your poetry and I’ll let you know what I think of it. 

 Second of all, it does raise this notion. Do companies need to think outside the box a 
little bit? Maybe this is ridiculous. A few years ago people were talking corporate 
gestures. I remember hearing some NPR story. You have this coyote trickster guy who’s 
really just there to keep things moving in conversations for example. 

 There is someone who gets along with the CEO and says the crazy thing that keeps the 
CEO from getting into weird ruts and things like that. I’m wondering about hiring a brand 
poet or corporate poet.  

 It made me think of HubSpot and Rebecca Corliss over there and all the music and stuff 
that they do. Is this just the new version of trying to create the in-house creative and stuff 
like that? 

Joe: Look, there’s a fine line between creative and frivolous. 

Matthew: True. Don’t remind me.  

Joe: The corporate jester might be just straddling that line. I am open to anything. If you have 
a marketing automation poem that you want to send my way, I think we’ve got a home 
for it.  

Matthew: Okay, well I think that’s a gauntlet thrown-down there.   

Joe: We’re actually going to have a corporate mime. He starts in a couple of weeks. It’s 
terrible for SEO though. 
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Matthew: Now that’s funny. It’s an idea whose time has come, the corporate mime. Listener, if 
there’s nothing else you take away from this conversation, you need maybe even a 
whole troupe of mimes.  

Joe: Is that the term? Is that the plural of mime? 

Matthew: Do they come in a pod like whales? I’m not sure. 

Joe: It’s either monkeys or dolphin. 

Matthew: Now it reminds me of something I’m supposed to be working on with my friend Tim 
Washer. It’s Clown Computing. It’s going to be the next generation. You’ll hear more 
about it in the future. 

Joe: I’m looking forward to that. 

Matthew: That’s about all the time that we have this morning. Joe, it’s been more than a pleasure 
speaking with you. Of course, if people want to find out more about Jesse or brand 
journalism or certainly about Eloqua, where would you point them? 

Joe: They can go to Blog.Eloqua.com. 

Matthew: All right, that was pretty simple. I guess I was hoping for a longer response because then 
that would fill some of my last few minutes here.  

 Joe, I’ll just say thank you very much for joining us on Marketing Smarts. I want to say 
thank you listener, for listening here to the very end.  

 This has been the Marketing Smarts podcast. Podcast brought to you by 
MarketingProfs. I’ve been your host Matthew Grant and I thank you for joining us. 

Joe: Thanks, Matt. 

Matthew: You’re welcome. There’s the plane I talked about. Vroom.  

 

 


